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Lumazines are an important family of heterocyclic compounds present in biological systems as
biosynthetic precursors and/or products of metabolic degradation. Upon UV irradiation, the specific
compound called lumazine (pteridine-2,4(1,3H)-dione) is able to generate singlet oxygen (1O2), which is
one of the main chemical species responsible for photodynamic effects. To further assess the
photosensitizing capability of lumazine (Lum) experiments were performed using the nucleotide
2¢-deoxyguanosine 5¢-monophosphate (dGMP) and, independently, cervical cancer cells (HeLa cell
line) as targets. In the dGMP experiments, the data revealed that dGMP indeed undergoes
oxidation/oxygenation photoinduced by Lum. Moreover, dGMP disappearance proceeds through two
competing pathways: (1) electron transfer between dGMP and excited-state Lum (Type I process) and
(2) reaction of dGMP with 1O2 produced by Lum (Type II process). The multistep processes involved
are convoluted and susceptible to changes in experimental conditions. The independent studies with
HeLa cells included fluorescence analysis of cell extracts and phototoxicity experiments performed at
the single-cell level. Results showed that, upon Lum uptake and irradiation, photodynamic effects
occur. In particular, the mitochondria and cell membrane were perturbed, both of which reflect key
stages in cell death. The data reported herein illustrate how the irradiation of an endogenous biological
compound can have various effects which, depending on the system, can be manifested in different ways.

Introduction

Pteridines in their multiple forms are widespread in biological sys-
tems and play different roles ranging from pigments to cofactors
for numerous redox and one-carbon transfer reactions.1,2 Within
the pteridine family,3 pterins are those compounds derived from
2-aminopteridine-4(3H)-one (pterin; denoted Ptr) and lumazines
are those derived from pteridine-2,4(1,3H)-dione (lumazine; de-
noted Lum).

Lumazine derivatives are present in cells, since 6,7-dimethyl-8-
ribityllumazine is the biosynthetic precursor of riboflavin (vitamin
B2). Riboflavin is itself the precursor of flavin mononucleotide and
flavin adenine dinucleotide, essential cofactors for a wide variety
of redox enzymes.4 Lumazines are also natural products from the
metabolic degradation of pterins.5

The participation of pterins in photobiological processes has
been suggested or demonstrated in the past decades, and interest
in the photochemical properties of these compounds has subse-
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quently increased. Whereas the photophysics and photochemistry
of pterins have been studied in detail,6 little is known about the
photochemical behaviour of lumazines.7,8 In addition, although
the capability of pterins to photoinduce oxidation of DNA
and its components has been demonstrated,9–11 to the best of
our knowledge, no studies dealing with photosensitization of
biomolecules by lumazines have been reported. Given that even
subtle molecular alterations can evoke substantive changes in pho-
tochemical responses and that lumazine is, in itself, biologically
important, we therefore set out to investigate several aspects of
lumazine-initiated photochemistry.

Lum presents different acid–base equilibria in aqueous solu-
tions. The only relevant equilibrium at physiological pH involves
the neutral form and the monoanion (Fig. 1), with a pKa value of
7.95.12 The absorption spectra of these acid–base forms, although
quite different, have intense bands in the spectral region of 320–
400 nm (Fig. 1).

Singlet oxygen (O2(1Dg), denoted throughout as 1O2), the lowest
electronic excited state of molecular oxygen, is an important
oxidizing intermediate in chemical processes and is one of the
main species responsible for the damaging effects of light on
biological systems (photodynamic effects).13 The main source of
1O2 production in vivo is photosensitization.14 In a recent article,
the capability of Lum to produce 1O2 was reported.8 In this work,
it was demonstrated that Lum efficiently generates 1O2 upon UV
irradiation at physiological pH. Moreover, Lum was shown to be
a poor 1O2 quencher and that it does not degrade upon irradiation
at wavelengths over the range 320–400 nm. Therefore, taking into
account these results and the presence of lumazines in living
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Fig. 1 Molecular structures and absorption spectra in air-equilibrated
aqueous solutions of (a) Lum and (b) dGMP. Solid line: pH = 5.5, dashed
line: pH = 10.5.

systems, it becomes interesting to study the capability of these
compounds to photoinduce damage in biological targets.

To assess the photosensitizing capability of Lum, we first set
out to perform experiments using 2¢-deoxyguanosine 5¢-mono-
phosphate (dGMP) as an oxidizable target. Guanine, the nu-
cleobase of dGMP, is the preferential DNA substrate of pho-
tooxidations via electron transfer or hydrogen abstraction (type I
mechanism)15 and is the only DNA constituent that significantly
reacts with 1O2 (type II mechanism).16 Therefore, molecules
bearing guanine are good substrates to evaluate biologically-
relevant photosensitizing properties. In this work, we describe the
oxidation of dGMP photosensitized by Lum in aqueous solution
under UV radiation and analyze the participation of type I and
type II mechanisms in acidic and alkaline media.

Taking into account that 1O2 promotes cell death17,18 and
Lum is a good 1O2 sensitizer,8 it is logical to expect that
this sensitizer has phototoxic properties. However, correlation
between the photophysical properties of a given sensitizer and

its biological photoactivity is not always simple and depends on
many environmental factors.19 Therefore, irradiation of eukaryotic
cell lines in the presence of a given photosensitizer allows one to
investigate if photoinduced processes have real effects at a cellular
level. As such, in a different series of experiments, we set out
to evaluate the cellular uptake and phototoxicity of Lum using
cervical cancer cells (HeLa).

Experimental

General

Lum (Shircks Laboratories) and dGMP (Sigma Chemical Co)
were of the highest purity available (>98%) and were used without
further purification. Superoxide dismutase (SOD) from bovine
erythrocytes (lyophilized powder, ≥95% biuret, ≥3000 units per mg
protein), rhodamine 123 (Rh123) and trypan blue (TB) were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received.

The pH of aqueous solutions was adjusted by adding drops of
0.1–0.2 M aqueous NaOH or HCl solutions with a micropipette.
In all experiments of photosensitization of dGMP (vide infra) the
ionic strength was ca. 10-3 M.

Photosensitized oxidation of dGMP

Irradiation. Aqueous solutions containing Lum and dGMP
were irradiated in 1 cm path length quartz cells at room temper-
ature with Rayonet RPR lamps (Southern N.E. Ultraviolet Co.)
with emission centered at 300 or 350 nm. These differences in
irradiation wavelength better facilitate overlap with the respective
pH-dependent absorption spectra of Lum (see Fig. 1). In these
experiments, spectral discrimination was achieved using filters
with bandwidths (fwhm) of ~20 nm. Moreover, a cut-off filter was
placed between the lamp and the cell to avoid irradiation below
300 nm, where the nucleotide absorbs (Fig. 1). The experiments
were performed in the presence and absence of air. Experiments
with air-equilibrated solutions were performed in open quartz cells
without bubbling, whereas oxygen-free solutions were obtained by
bubbling with Ar gas for 20 min. Oxygen-saturated solutions were
obtained by bubbling with oxygen. The acid form of Lum was
studied at pH 5.0–5.8, whereas the basic form of Lum was studied
at pH 10.2–10.7. The photochemical reactions were followed by
UV-vis spectrophotometry and HPLC.

Actinometry. Aberchrome 540 (Aberchromics Ltd.), the
anhydride form of the (E)-R-(2,5-dimethyl-3-furylethylidene)-
(isopropylidene)-succinic acid, was used as an actinometer for the
measurements of the incident photon flux (P0) at the excitation
wavelength (P0

350 = 6.6 ¥ 10-4 einstein L-1 min-1, P0
300 = 7.1 ¥ 10-5

einstein L-1 min-1). The method for the determination of P0 has
been described in detail elsewhere.20,21 To give a crude estimate of
the photon flux absorbed by the sensitizer, Pa, in the respective
experiments, we used the following expression:

Pa = P0(1 - 10-A) (1)

where A is the absorbance of Lum at 300 or 350 nm.

UV/vis analysis. Electronic absorption spectra were recorded
on a Varian Cary-3 spectrophotometer. Measurements were made
in quartz cells of 1 cm optical path length. The absorption
spectra of the solutions were recorded at regular intervals of
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irradiation time. Experimental-difference spectra were obtained
by subtracting the spectrum at time t = 0 from the subsequent
spectra recorded at different times t. Each experimental-difference
spectrum was normalized relative to the maximum absorbance
value of the absorbance difference, yielding the normalized
experimental-difference spectrum.

High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). A high-
performance liquid chromatograph (Prominence from Shimadzu,
solvent delivery module LC-20AT, on-line degasser DGU-20A5,
autosampler SIL-20AHT, and UV/vis photodiode array detector
SPD-M20A) was used to monitor and quantify the photosen-
sitized reactions and photoproducts. A Pinnacle-II C18 column
(250 ¥ 4.6 mm, 5 mm; Restek) was used for product separation, the
elution being achieved with a solution containing a mixture of 3%
methanol and 97% of a 20 mM potassium phosphate aqueous
solution (pH = 5.5). HPLC runs were monitored by UV/vis
spectroscopy at different wavelengths (typically at 220, 260, 325
and 340 nm).

Determination of O2 concentration. The O2 consumption dur-
ing irradiation was measured with an O2-selective electrode (Orion
37-08-99). The solutions and the electrode were placed in a closed
glass cell of 130 mL.

Comparison of continuous photolysis in H2O and D2O. Solu-
tions of Lum and dGMP were independently prepared in H2O
and D2O. The solutions containing Lum and dGMP at the
same concentration were irradiated under identical experimental
conditions. The effect of using D2O instead of H2O was evaluated
by comparing results of UV/vis spectrophotometric and HPLC
analysis.

Detection and quantification of H2O2. For the determination
of H2O2, a Cholesterol Kit (Wiener Laboratorios S.A.I.C.) was
used. H2O2 was quantified after reaction with 4-aminophenazone
and phenol.22,23 Briefly, 400 mL of irradiated solution were added
to 1.8 mL of reagent. The absorbance at 505 nm of the resulting
mixture was measured after 30 min at room temperature, using the
reagent as a blank. Aqueous H2O2 solutions prepared from com-
mercial standards were employed for obtaining the corresponding
calibration curves.

Superoxide (O2
∑-) investigation. Solutions of Lum and dGMP

containing SOD (~200 U mL-1) were irradiated. Results of UV/vis
spectrophotometric analysis, HPLC, and H2O2 determination
were compared with those obtained from corresponding solutions
lacking SOD.

Experiments with HeLa cells

Cell preparation and culture. The preparation and handling
of the HeLa cells used for this study have been described
previously.24 Briefly, cells were grown in a CO2 incubator at 37 ◦C
in a standard culturing/growth medium (Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal calf serum and
antibiotics) and then plated onto cover slips coated with poly-D-
lysine. Experiments on the cells were performed only after a period
of 24 h to allow the cells to attach to the cover slips.

For the experiments performed in the presence of sensitizer,
200 mL of Lum solution (either 0.4 or 2.3 mM, depending on the
experiment) were added to the cover slips in 2 mL of DMEM. Then

the cells were incubated in the CO2 incubator at 37 ◦C for 6 h.
Finally, the cover slips were washed and kept in a so-called
“artificial balanced medium” (ABM) until irradiation. Cell density
was typically ~700–1000 cells mm-2.

The ABM is an aqueous solution of 140 mM NaCl, 3.5 mM
KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgSO4, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM
glucose and HEPES 10 mM (osmolarity = 310 mosmol L-1, pH
adjusted to 7.35 at 22 ◦C using NaOH).

Irradiation. The cover slips with cells in ABM were irradiated
at 365 nm (fwhm bandwidth of ~20 nm) for 5 min at room tempera-
ture using a Spectroline 4 W lamp (model ENF-240C, Spectronics
corporation, NY, USA). The incident flux was enhanced by placing
a plano-convex lens (d = 1¢¢; f = 2¢¢) on the top of the cover
slip and a parabolic mirror on the bottom. The resulting incident
radiation was about 2 mW cm-2, measured with a digital power
meter (fieldMax-TO, Coherent). After irradiation, the medium
was changed again to DMEM and the cells were incubated for 2 h
at 37 ◦C. (Cells can not be irradiated when in DMEM due to the
presence of a pH indicator that will competitively absorb light.)

Rhodamine 123 assay. The DMEM incubating solution (vide
supra) was removed, and cells were incubated for 30 min in
solutions of ABM (2 mL) containing 20 nM of Rh123, after
which the cells were washed with ABM to remove excess Rh123.
Fluorescence of Rh123 from the cells was monitored in an imaging
experiment (excitation l of 480 nm, detection l of 535 nm)
(vide infra).

Trypan blue exclusion assay. Trypan blue (400 mL of a solution
prepared from 0.5 mg Trypan Blue per mL water) was added to
the cover slips in 200 mL of ABM. After 2 min, the number of blue
stained (dead) and unstained (viable) cells were counted using the
light microscope.

Imaging microscopy. An Olympus IX70 inverted microscope
was used. Details of the instrumentation used in this study are
provided elsewhere.24–26 Fluorescence imaging experiments were
performed by irradiating the cells and their surroundings with
a tungsten-halogen lamp (X-Cite series 120, EXFO Photonic
Solutions Inc.) using bandpass filters to select the wavelength
appropriate for Rh123 excitation (480 nm). Light emitted by the
sample was detected through a bandpass filter (535 nm) using
a cooled CCD camera (Evolution QEi controlled by ImagePro
software, Media Cybernetics) placed at the image plane of the
microscope. Bright-field images were recorded using the same
CCD camera; back-lighting was achieved with a tungsten lamp.

Preparation of cell extracts. Sets of 12 cover slips in DMEM
were incubated in the CO2 incubator at 37 ◦C for 6 h in the absence
and, independently, in the presence of Lum (40 mM). Cells were
washed twice with ABM and, after removing the ABM, the cells
were lysed by adding 400 mL of DMSO. After 2 min, the extract
in DMSO was placed in a quartz fluorescence cuvette (1 cm path
length) containing 2 mL of H2O.

Fluorescence analysis of cell extracts. Fluorescence analysis of
cell extracts was performed using a spectrofluorometer (Fluoro-
max, Horiba Jobin Yvon). Spectra were recorded over an emission
wavelength range of 350 to 600 nm and an excitation wavelength
range of 200 to 400 nm.
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Results and discussion

Oxidation of dGMP photosensitized by Lum

To ascertain if Lum is able to photoinduce oxidation of dGMP,
aqueous solutions containing Lum (50 mM) and the nucleotide
(100 mM) were exposed to UV radiation for different periods of
time (up to 60 min). To avoid interference between the acid and
the basic forms of Lum, the experiments were performed in the pH
range 5.0–5.8, where Lum is present at more than 99% in its acid
form, and, independently, in the pH range 10.2–10.7, where Lum is
present at more than 99% in the basic form. Due to the dependence
of the Lum spectrum on the pH (Fig. 1a), acidic solutions were
irradiated at 300 nm, whereas alkaline solutions were irradiated
at 350 nm. The photochemical reactions were followed by UV/vis
spectrophotometry and HPLC.

Significant changes in the absorption spectra of the solutions
containing Lum and dGMP were observed upon irradiation
in both acidic and alkaline media. The spectral changes reg-
istered at pH 5.5 (Fig. 2) revealed that, upon irradiation, the
characteristic band assigned to dGMP decreased in intensity,
whereas product(s) absorbing at wavelengths longer than 300 nm
were formed. Results of experiments performed at pH 10.5 also
showed considerable irradiation-induced spectral changes, with a
similar strong decrease of the 250–280 nm absorbance assigned to
dGMP.

Under the same experimental conditions, the concentration
profiles of Lum and dGMP were determined by HPLC (Fig. 3). A
decrease of the dGMP concentration was observed as a function
of irradiation time, whereas the Lum concentration did not change
appreciably in the analyzed time window. The results are consistent
with the absorption spectra shown in Fig. 2. These experiments
were also repeated under conditions that better approximate those
used in experiments on cells (i.e. with the addition of 140 mM
NaCl and 1.25 mM phosphate buffer), and the results obtained
were identical to those shown in Fig. 3.

In the HPLC analysis of the irradiated solutions, compounds
other than Lum and dGMP were detected, most of them having
shorter retention times than both dGMP and Lum. With the
shorter retention times, these compounds should be reasonably
polar, most probably because of the incorporation of oxygen into
their structures. This would be expected for a photooxygenation
reaction of dGMP. Moreover, and as one arguably might expect,
there were noticeable differences in the products formed under
acidic as opposed to alkaline conditions. To the best of our
knowledge, evidence of a lumazine photosensitized oxidation of
a nucleotide or other DNA component has not previously been
reported.

In control experiments, dGMP (~100 mM) solutions were
irradiated in the absence of Lum at 300 and 350 nm. Under both
irradiation conditions, no chemical modifications of the nucleotide
were detected, thus excluding the possibility that spurious effects
of direct light absorption by dGMP could give rise to the observed
data. In another set of control experiments, dGMP degradation
was not observed in solutions of both Lum and dGMP that
were kept in the dark. This excludes the possibility that the
data in Fig. 2 and 3 reflect thermal reactions between Lum
and dGMP. These experiments were carried out under different
experimental conditions (concentration, pH, and time).

Fig. 2 Time evolution of the absorption spectra of air-equilibrated
solutions of dGMP (100 mM) irradiated in the presence of Lum (50 mM).
(a) pH = 5.5, spectra were recorded every 15 min; (b) pH = 10.5, spectra
were recorded at 0, 5, 10, 15, 30 and 45 min. Arrows indicate the changes
observed at different wavelengths, optical path length = 1 cm. Insets:
Experimental-difference spectra.

To better elucidate the role of O2 in these photoinduced
processes, Ar-saturated solutions containing Lum (50 mM) and
dGMP (100 mM) were irradiated. After 60 min of irradiation,
significant changes in the absorption spectra of the solutions
were not observed under both acidic (pH 5.5) and alkaline
(pH 10.5) conditions. HPLC measurements showed that, in the
experiments lacking oxygen, the dGMP concentration did not
decrease. Accordingly, no photoproducts were detected.

The evolution of the O2 concentration during the irradiation
of air-equilibrated solutions containing dGMP and Lum was
monitored using an oxygen electrode in a closed cell. In both acidic
and alkaline media, the O2 concentration decreased as a function
of irradiation time (Fig. 4). Control experiments in the absence
of dGMP were performed in order to check the consumption of
O2 resulting from the photolysis of Lum itself.8 Under both pH
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Fig. 3 Evolution of the dGMP and Lum concentrations in air-equili-
brated aqueous solutions as a function of elapsed UV irradiation time
(concentrations were determined by HPLC analysis): (a) pH = 5.5, lexc =
300 nm; (b) pH = 10.5, lexc = 350 nm.

conditions, the decrease of the O2 concentration was negligible in
comparison with that observed in the presence of dGMP (Fig. 4).

The results presented thus far strongly suggest that the
photoinitiated Lum-dependent processes that result in dGMP
consumption involve oxygenation/oxidation reactions, both at
pH 5.5 and 10.5. Although these results are compatible with
both type I and type II mechanisms, they do not allow one to
assess the relative contribution of each mechanism under acidic or
alkaline conditions. We thus set out to address this latter issue by
performing a number of exploratory experiments.

Taking into account previously reported values of the rate
constant of the chemical reaction (kr) between 1O2 and dGMP,11

we can provide a crude estimate for the expected rate of dGMP
disappearance if the process depended only on a 1O2 reaction.
Eqn (2) expresses the rate of the chemical reaction between 1O2

and dGMP:

d[dGMP]/dt = -kr[1O2][dGMP] (2)

Fig. 4 Evolution of the O2 concentration in irradiated solutions contain-
ing Lum and dGMP as a function of irradiation time. (a) pH = 5.5, [Lum] =
160 mM, [dGMP] = 320 mM; (b) pH = 10.5, [Lum] = 45 mM, [dGMP] =
180 mM. Control experiments: photolysis of Lum at the corresponding
concentration in the absence of dGMP.

The steady-state concentration of 1O2 during irradiation of a
solution containing Lum and dGMP is given by eqn (3),

[1O2] = PaUD/(kd + kt
Lum[Lum] + kt

dGMP[dGMP]) (3)

where Pa and UD are the estimated photon flux absorbed by
Lum and the Lum-sensitized quantum yield of 1O2 production,
respectively; kd is the overall rate constant of 1O2 deactivation that
reflects the effect of solvent, and kt

Lum and kt
dGMP are the overall

rate constants of 1O2 quenching by Lum and dGMP, respectively.
Considering the kt

Lum value previously determined,8 the quenching
of 1O2 by Lum is negligible under our conditions in both D2O and
H2O (i.e. kt

Lum[Lum] << kd). Values of kt
dGMP were measured in

D2O at pH 5.5 and 10.5.11 Therefore, using eqn (3) to obtain [1O2],
we can provide an estimate for the initial rate of the reaction
between 1O2 and dGMP for a given initial [dGMP].27

For the respective acidic and alkaline conditions, the calculated
initial rate, (d[dGMP]/dt)calc, was compared to the corresponding
initial rate of dGMP consumption experimentally determined
by HPLC analysis, (d[dGMP]/dt)exp. The results showed that,
in all cases in a given solvent, (d[dGMP]/dt)calc was lower than
(d[dGMP]/dt)exp (Table 1). By itself, this suggests that the chemical
reaction between dGMP and 1O2, although not negligible, does not
appear to be the main pathway responsible for the photosensitized
oxidation of dGMP. Comparison of the data recorded in H2O to
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Table 1 Initial experimental rates of dGMP consumption,
(d[dGMP]/dt)exp, and calculated rates of the chemical reaction
between 1O2 and dGMP, (d[dGMP]/dt)calc

a

Solvent
pH/
pD

[LUM]/
mM

[dGMP]/
mM

(d[dGMP]/dt)calc/
mM min-1

(d[dGMP]/dt)exp/
mM min-1

H2O 5.5 83 115 0.05 0.65 (±0.03)
D2O 5.1 83 115 0.86 2.0 (±0.1)
H2O 10.5 80 115 0.57 5.0 (±0.1)
D2O 10.1 80 115 6.68 8.8 (±0.4)

a Experiments were performed in air-equilibrated solutions. HPLC was
used to determine (d[dGMP]/dt)exp, and (d[dGMP]/dt)calc was calculated
from eqn (2) and (3).

those recorded in D2O further support this picture. Specifically,
given that the 1O2 lifetime in D2O is longer than that in H2O (i.e.
kd(H2O) > kd(D2O)),28 the photosensitized oxidation of dGMP
should be faster in the deuterated solvent if 1O2 would contribute
significantly to the process. Although the (d[dGMP]/dt)exp values
increased noticeably as the solvent was changed from H2O to
D2O, the solvent isotope effects observed are smaller than those
expected if the reaction proceeded solely as a type II process.

On the basis of this crude initial assessment, it appears that both
type I and type II processes are involved in the Lum-sensitized
oxidation of dGMP. Furthermore, on the basis of similar studies
on pterins and dGMP,11 the type I process most probably involves
an electron transfer between the dGMP guanine moiety and the
excited state of Lum.

With a photoinduced electron transfer mechanism in mind, the
formation of H2O2 was investigated in aerated solutions containing
Lum and dGMP. It is well-established that, in a typical type
I process, ground state oxygen will readily quench an organic
radical anion to produce the superoxide anion (O2

∑-).29,30 H2O2 can
then be formed upon spontaneous disproportionation of O2

∑-.31

Under both pH conditions, H2O2 was indeed generated in our
Lum/dGMP system and its concentration increased as a function
of irradiation time. For the different experiments, the initial rates
of H2O2 production were of the same order of magnitude as the
corresponding rates of dGMP consumption.

Therefore, to investigate the participation of O2
∑- in the mecha-

nism, experiments were carried out in the presence of superoxide
dismutase (SOD), an enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of O2

∑-

into H2O2 and O2.32 The data showed a significant increase in
the rate of dGMP consumption when SOD was present in the
solution. For example, in an experiment performed irradiating
air-equilibrated solutions containing Lum (100 mM) and dGMP
(175 mM) at pH 6.0, values of 2.8 (±0.1) mM min-1 and 1.91
(±0.05) mM min-1 were obtained for the initial rate of dGMP con-
sumption in the presence and in the absence of SOD, respectively.
These results indicate that O2

∑- is involved in the photosensitized
process and provide evidence for the existence of an electron
transfer reaction.

Taking into account the results presented thus far, we propose
that the Lum-sensitized oxygenation/oxidation of dGMP pro-
ceeds by both type I and type II pathways. The electron transfer
mediated process can be summarized as shown in eqn (4)–(11),
events that have precedence in other dGMP oxidations.11

Lum → Lum* (4)

Lum* + dGMP → Lum∑- + dGMP∑+ (5)

Lum∑- + dGMP∑+ → Lum + dGMP (6)

Lum∑- + O2 → Lum + O2
∑- (7)

H+ + O2
∑- → HO2

∑ (8)

H+ + O2
∑- + HO2

∑ → H2O2 + O2 (9)

dGMP∑+ + O2
∑- → dGMP + O2 (10)

dGMP∑+ + O2 → dGMP(ox) (11)

The excitation of Lum (reaction (4)) is followed by an electron
transfer reaction between dGMP and the Lum excited state
(reaction (5)), leading to the formation of the corresponding
ion radicals (Lum∑- and dGMP∑+). In the following step, the
electron transfer from Lum∑- to O2 regenerates the Lum and
forms O2

∑- (reaction (7)). The latter may disproportionate with its
conjugate acid HO2

∑ to form H2O2 (reactions (8) and (9)) or react
with the dGMP∑+ to regenerate dGMP (reaction (10)). Finally a
group of processes, represented schematically by reaction (11) and
that include the reactions of dGMP∑+ and its deprotonated form
(dGMP(-H)∑) with O2 and H2O, leads to the oxidation of dGMP
and consumption of O2.15

To reinforce the complexity of this Lum/dGMP system that
exhibits characteristics of both type I and type II behavior, we
expanded our exploratory experiments performed as a function of
oxygen concentration. Recall that, in the absence of oxygen, we
observed no change in the dGMP concentration upon prolonged
irradiation of Lum (vide supra). Although this result, by itself, is
consistent with a process wherein dGMP would be consumed by
1O2 (i.e. solely a type II process), it is not immediately apparent
that it could also be consistent with our observations of type I
behavior. Furthermore, we observe that the rate of Lum-sensitized
dGMP disappearance is greater in air-saturated solutions than in
oxygen-saturated solutions (Fig. 5).

Within the context of the processes shown in eqn (4)–(11), our
observation that, in the absence of oxygen, irradiation of Lum
does not result in dGMP disappearance suggests, for example,
that recombination of the radical ions (eqn (6)) must be a
dominant process. The observed low rate of dGMP disappearance
at high oxygen concentration could reflect, for example, efficient
quenching of the Lum triplet state by oxygen which, in turn, would
effectively compete with the electron transfer step shown in eqn (5).
It would be only under moderate oxygen concentration (i.e. air-
saturated solutions) that the type I process could effectively con-
tribute to the overall oxidative removal of dGMP. In any event, the
present data clearly indicate that the Lum/dGMP photosystem is
characterized by a variety of processes that kinetically compete
with each other, and that these respective processes can respond
differently to changes in the reaction conditions. More work must
be done to fully unravel the mechanistic complexities involved.

Cellular uptake of Lum

The fluorescence of Lum has been studied, and it is known that
both acid–base forms have different emission spectra, excitation
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Fig. 5 Plot of the change in dGMP concentration as a function of the
elapsed irradiation time of Lum at 300 nm. Data were recorded at pH 5.5
in air-saturated and, independently, oxygen-saturated solutions. Under
these same conditions, the concentration of Lum did not change over the
irradiation period (data not shown).

spectra and fluorescence quantum yields (UF).7 We used these
fluorescence properties of Lum to investigate its cellular uptake.
Extracts of HeLa cells grown in the absence of Lum (control
extracts) present weak emission upon excitation in the UV due to
fluorophores normally existing in the cells (Fig. 6). We compared
emission and excitation spectra of these control extracts to those
of HeLa cells grown in the presence of Lum (Lum extracts).
In addition, we compared these spectra of cell extracts to those
obtained from aqueous solutions of Lum.

Fig. 6 shows that the fluorescence intensity of the Lum extracts
is greater than that of the control extract. At the pH of the cell
extracts (~7), the acid form of Lum is predominant. For the Lum
extracts, the wavelength of the emission maximum of the spectra
obtained by excitation into the low-energy Lum band (330 nm),
was the same, within experimental error, as that recorded from a
standard solution of the acid form of Lum (475 ± 6 nm) (Fig. 6).
Likewise, the maximum of the excitation spectra of the Lum
extract recorded by monitoring the fluorescence at 470 nm was
the same as that obtained from a solution of the acid form of
Lum (325 ± 6 nm). For data obtained from the control extract
lacking Lum, the emission and excitation maxima did not match
with those obtained from the standard Lum solution.

Assuming that the fluorescence detected from the Lum extract
is indeed due to the sensitizer, the emission and excitation spectra
should change in the same manner as in the standard solution
if this Lum extract is made more alkaline. Therefore, in another
set of measurements, the fluorescence analysis of a Lum extract
was performed after its pH was fixed to 10 by adding drops of
NaOH solution. The alkalinization led to a significant increase
in the total emission of the cell extract (Fig. 7). This fact can be
explained considering that the UF of the basic form of Lum (UF =
0.24) is greater than that of the acid form (UF = 0.08). Moreover,
the emission and excitation spectra of the alkalinized Lum extract
and those of the standard solution at pH 10 were equivalent, within
experimental error.

Fig. 6 2D excitation emission matrix of HeLa cell extracts at pH 7. (a)
Control and (b) lumazine-incubated (40 mM) cell extracts analyzed directly
after preparation. Note different intensity scales. (c) Emission linescans
taken from (a) and (b) plotted on the same intensity scale to facilitate
comparison of the data (excitation at 366 nm).

These results clearly show that Lum was present in the Lum
extracts. Therefore, we assume that, under our experimental
conditions, Lum ultimately localizes in intracellular domains when
added to the culturing/growth medium. In addition, considering
the emission intensities measured, and that the spectra recorded in
Lum extracts are equivalent to those of Lum in aqueous solution,
the generation of excited states of the sensitizer inside the cells can
be assumed.

Photobiological activity of Lum

Cellular phototoxicity of Lum was evaluated using two methods:
the rhodamine 123 (Rh123) and the trypan blue assays. The Rh123
method exploits the fact that this fluorescent dye is membrane
permeable and that it accumulates in the mitochondria of live cells
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Fig. 7 2D excitation emission matrix of HeLa cell extracts alkalinized to
pH = 10 before analysis. (a) Control and (b) lumazine-incubated (40 mM)
cell extracts. Note different intensity scales. (c) Emission linescans taken
from (a) and (b) plotted on the same intensity scale to facilitate comparison
of the data (excitation at 366 nm).

as a result of the mitochondrial trans-membrane potential.33,34

The manifestation of a “live” cell is a fluorescence image in which
the mitochondria are resolved and in which the nucleus does not
contain the fluorophore. Moreover, the mitochondria in a viable
cell are generally associated with cytoskeletal structures and, as
such, appear “strand-like”.24,35 One event in the apoptotic cascade
is the loss of the mitochondrial trans-membrane potential which,
in turn, is reflected in the delocalization of Rh123. As such, in a
“dead” cell, the Rh123 fluorescence is diffuse and can originate, in
part, from the nucleus where Rh123 ultimately tends to localize.24

In cells that have been “compromised”, the Rh123 fluorescence
is diffuse and it is not possible to resolve the mitochondria even
though the nucleus may still appear somewhat dark.

The Rh123 assay was performed for different HeLa cell
populations: (i) cell control: cells grown in the absence of Lum and

not irradiated; (ii) dark control: cells grown in the presence of Lum
and not irradiated; (iii) light control: cells grown in the absence of
Lum and irradiated; (iv) light + Lum: cells grown in the presence
of Lum and irradiated for different periods of time. For each cell
population, at least 500 cells were counted and categorized as
“live”, “dead”, or “compromised”. Relevant images are shown in
Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Examples of fluorescence images obtained from HeLa cells in the
Rh123 assay. The full arrows point to cells counted as “compromised”,
and the empty arrow to a “dead” cell. Scale bar = 100 mm.

The results of the Rh123 assay (Fig. 9) show that, under our
conditions in the absence of irradiation (dark control), Lum does
not constitute a major perturbation and is not cytotoxic. Results
obtained from the “light control” demonstrate that UV radiation
in the doses used in our experiments likewise does not increase
the amount of altered cells. On the other hand, it is clear that
when the cells containing Lum were irradiated, the fraction of
“compromised” cells increased with a corresponding decrease in
the fraction of “live” cells. In addition, this change in the relative
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Fig. 9 Histograms showing the results of phototoxicity assays. Four kinds
of HeLa cell populations were analyzed: (i) cell control: cells grown in the
absence of Lum and not irradiated; (ii) dark control: cells grown in
the presence of Lum and not irradiated; (iii) light control: cells grown in
the absence of Lum and irradiated for 5 min; (iv) light + Lum: cells grown
in the presence of Lum and irradiated for 5 min. For each cell population,
at least 500 cells were counted. (a) Rh123 assay, (b) trypan blue exclusion
assay. Pylons labeled with an asterisk indicate that there are significant
differences between this number and the corresponding numbers obtained
from the three control populations of each assay (one-way ANOVA;
p < 0.05).

amounts of “live” and “compromised” cells was more pronounced
for cells containing a higher Lum concentration. These results
show that Lum has a photodynamic effect on HeLa cells.

Cellular phototoxicity of Lum was also evaluated by the trypan
blue exclusion assay. This method uses the degree of structural
integrity of the cell membrane as the parameter to determine cell
viability. The dye can not enter cells through an intact membrane
and, therefore, stains only cells which have altered membranes.
Hence, “dead” cells appear distinctively blue under bright-field
microscopic examination. Different types of damage can be
evaluated by modifying the time of incubation after treatment.36

Whereas unspecific cell damage is only detected by this assay
after a sufficiently long post-treatment time (more than 24 h),
direct membrane damage is observed immediately (0–6 h after the
treatment). In our case, we performed the trypan blue assay 2 h
after irradiation (see Experimental).

The trypan blue exclusion assay was performed for HeLa cell
populations similar to those analyzed using the Rh123 assay
(vide supra). Specifically, we used three control populations (cell
control, dark control, light control) and cells grown in the presence
of different Lum concentrations and irradiated (light + Lum).
For each cell population, at least 500 cells were counted and
categorized, in this case, as “live” or “dead”. Pertinent images
are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 Examples of images obtained from HeLa cells in the trypan blue
exclusion assay. Light control: cells grown in the absence of Lum and
irradiated; light + Lum: cells grown in the presence of Lum (200 mM) and
irradiated for 5 min.

Data obtained from the trypan blue assay are summarized in
Fig. 9. The results show that, in the absence of radiation, Lum
cytotoxicity was not significant for sensitizer concentrations up
to 200 mM. Likewise, in the absence of Lum, irradiation with
the dose used in these experiments did not reduce the viability of
the cells. In contrast, the number of dead cells noticeably increased
upon irradiation of cells incubated with Lum. These results clearly
confirm that Lum has a photodynamic effect on HeLa cells and
strongly suggest that direct membrane damage occurred.

Conclusions

The photooxidative sensitizing capability of lumazine (Lum),
a compound belonging to a family of heterocycles present in
biological systems, was studied. We performed experiments using
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a biomolecule (2¢-deoxyguanosine 5¢-monophosphate (dGMP))
and a cell line derived from cervical cancer cells (HeLa) as targets.

Recorded data unambiguously indicate that Lum can sensitize
the photooxidative degradation of dGMP. The photosensitized
oxidation occurs through two competing mechanisms: (1) electron
transfer between dGMP and excited Lum and (2) reaction of
dGMP with 1O2 produced by Lum. This kinetic competition
between several convoluted processes defines a complicated sys-
tem that is susceptible to the effects of many variables. More
mechanistic work clearly needs to be done to properly map
out the Lum/dGMP response under a given set of conditions.
Independently, we have demonstrated that irradiation of intra-
cellular Lum can result in cell death. These results can have
important ramifications when studying the photoinitiated effects
of endogenous biological compounds.
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